UCSD Cognitive Science Colloquium
Mondays at noon in CSB 003

10.06.14 - **Roger Levy**, UCSD Linguistics
Compositionality in probabilistic semantics and pragmatics: Bayesian "and" and "or"

10.20.14 - **John Serences**, UCSD Psychology
Representations of attentional priority in human visual cortex

10.27.14 - **Patricia Churchland**, UCSD Philosophy
The Brains Behind Morality

11.03.14 - **Tanya Luhrmann**, Stanford University
Invisible others: how metacognitive practices make the unseen real

11.10.14 - **Dedre Gentner**, Northwestern University
Analogy: The key to higher-order cognition

TBA

11.24.14 - **Alison Gopnik**, UC Berkeley
When children are better (or, at least, more open-minded) theorists than adults: Theory formation, causal models and the evolution of learning

12.01.14 - **Carol Padden**, UCSD Communication
Co-emergence of meaning and structure in a new language

12.08.14 - **Linda Smith**, Indiana University
A bottom-up view of word learning